it’s
not
the
journey. it’s
the
stopping
for
clams.

off, saying a third plate would really hit the spot,
the smile must have spread slowly, ecstatically
across his wide face, stretching his gray mustache
ear to ear. It would have generated the same sense
of pride in him others might have at seeing their
progeny, say, get into law school.
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We’d gone for a drive that day, my grandfather’s
arm hanging out the window of his van, a lit Camel
dangling from his fingertips. With all the driving
he did as a travelling barber-supplies salesman, his
left arm was perpetually a shade darker than his
right. He rolled a pack of cigarettes into the short
sleeve on the lighter arm, so they’d always be handy.

the first food i
have any conscious
memory of eating
is three-dozen raw
clams on the
half-shell.
I was four. My grandfather told and retold the story
so much I’m not sure how much of my memory is
from his telling and how much is from the actual
smell of cocktail sauce and salt air and lemon, but
it’s as real to me now as the pungent aroma of the
shaved black truffle on the confit of pork shoulder
I had for lunch yesterday.
He was what they called an eater. It’s quite likely
he married my grandmother not for her charm and
poise, but for her eggplant parmigiana and beef
bragoli. Watching preschool-me, his namesake, as
I slurped down a dozen littlenecks, pulling each
one from the shell with the flimsy wooden fork,
and then, without pause, indicating in whatever
form of communication suited me that, yes, I could
go for another dozen, then, after polishing those

He kept to the road, had no office besides the
storeroom of supplies kept in a small, stone room
in the basement of the house in Yonkers, and
bristled at any suggestion to alter his profession in
any way. He’d been a butcher and he’d fought in the
war, and between army barracks and meat lockers
and an office and the open road, he’d pick the road
every time.
The van he drove, metallic green with his name
(and, as he often pointed out, my name) stenciled
on the side, had one salient feature to me more
impressive than its racks of rattling scissors,
clusters of combs, and jugs of noxious blue
disinfecting liquid: a mini-fridge. A man of such
prodigious appetite was my grandfather that he
needed to make sure he always had a sandwich and
a beer on hand, should he start to feel a bit peckish
while out on the road.
The fridge might have been running low that day,
or maybe he’d just noticed that in our travels we’d
drifted near the shore, but the drive led us out to a
greasy clam bar right off Pelham Bay. Though the
sign said (and still says) Leno’s, he called it Dirty
Nick’s.
It’s perhaps then I learned that people who say “the
journey’s the thing” are full of shit—it’s not the
journey; it’s the stopping for clams.
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This revelation served me well. It’s also gotten me
told, when, as a nineteen-year-old I ventured from
New York to West Virginia, and asked the waitress
in a diner what a chicken dumpling was,

“ if you don’t
know what it is,
you don’t need to
be orderin’ it. ”
Since that time my grasp of the foodstuffs available
outside the tri-state area has grown considerably,
especially on a couple of trips to New Orleans,
where I discovered not only the joys of gumbo
and po’ boys and hurricanes and hand grenades,
but that you could, in fact, put peanut butter on a
hamburger and it would be pretty good.
Trying the local delicacy, be it chicken dumplings
or dried insects, is a habit worth following,
but there’s more to it. Be willing to be not just
adventurous with eating (yes, we see that you are
eating alligator, but anything that’s that deep-fried
and smothered in sauce is only going to taste like a
McNugget), but surprised.
So it was that I took the advice of a friend when
I visited Paris and sampled some of the Chinese
food there. I thought I knew my Sichuan from
my Hunan. I had had Chinese, I reasoned. The
steamy, sticky flavors of the street food in the
narrow blocks off Canal Street and even some of
the grander feasts (a particular Lunar New Year
extravaganza featuring a tower of lobster and way
too much báijiu) come to mind. But the Chinese
cuisine in Paris, at once Asian and French in a
completely natural way, was a revelation. A thinly
sliced fish dish, perfectly composed on an oblong
mound of rice, with vegetables that did much more
than hold the brown sauce, turned everything
around. I ended up eating in three different
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Chinese places all over the city and still advise
friends going to the city of lights not to neglect
them.
These forays, of course, were not so far afield,
considering 200 years of French colonial history.
And similarly, a trip to a spacious classical
Vietnamese dining room put us on the boat with
the Willard of both Conrad and Coppola, when
the deep-fried whole prawns, brought by the most
formal of waiters, arrived at the table.
I left Paris the morning Hunter S. Thompson died.
I drank a coffee and orange juice with a croissant.
The strong, dark, syrupy, coffee, the tiny cup—un
café it was, diminutively—reminded me of the
words of the older French woman in whose Paris
flat I’d stayed. When she travelled to America, she
said, she could barely stand the coffee. She called
it “dirty brown dishwater.” I never asked her what
she made of chicken dumplings (my French was
nowhere near adequate for that).
I bought every English-language newspaper I could
find at Gare du Nord, where I caught the bullet
train to Amsterdam. Reading reminiscences such as
Ralph Steadman’s in The Irish Voice, I wondered, as
my body hurtled across the countryside toward the
Dutch capital, what would HST do?
So, sure, it wasn’t many steps from Amsterdam
Central to a brown bar, the Dutch equivalent of
a pub, named for the dark walls and for being so
thick with tobacco smoke that the air itself nearly
takes on a sepia tone. It was a few more lagers, and
a stop at a coffee shop, before I’d dropped off my
bag at the hotel. But still, what would HST do?
I wondered while rolling a joint and drinking a
Hoegaarden in the downstairs bar.
I resolved to go to an absinthe bar I had read about
in a guidebook I’d bought used in Paris when I’d
decided to make the trip to Amsterdam. Absinthe
was still illegal in the States then, and I’d only
had limited experience with it in New York. The

Absinthe Night Bar in Oude Zijde (the oldest and
central part of Amsterdam, which the derelict
red-light district snakes through) served several
custom-distilled absinthes in a “grotto-like lounge,”
and sounded just like what HST might do. I hoped
the book was still up to date.
I left on foot from the museum district where I
was staying, heading in the general direction of
the Oude Zijde. Before long I stumbled into one
of the city’s so-called smartshops, which were
differentiated from the coffee shops in that they
did not sell the Netherland’s most notorious herb,
but sold “smart drugs”—other herbal and natural
supplements to “stimulate the mind.” Yeah, you
could buy ginko biloba if you wanted, but the
shops were far more popular for their encyclopedic
(and since outlawed) collections of psilocybin
mushrooms.
In the shop I stopped at, hearing HST in the back
of my head the whole time, a pretty blond clerk
greeted me and offered descriptions of the various
hallucinatory fungi available for purchase through a
relative graying of the lax drug laws. Not all would
make you hallucinate, she said. One offered a more
body high, another a more cerebral head high.

“ these, we call
laughers, ”
she said, pushing a plastic package of fresh
mushrooms toward me. I blindly picked one and
paid her in Euros. We continued chatting about
the city. She recommended how much of the
mushroom I should eat, saying they’d take about
half an hour to 45 minutes to kick in. I put the
mushrooms in my mouth one by one, tearing them
into strips as she’d instructed. They were the first
thing I’d eaten since the coffee and croissant that
morning, and tasted nothing at all like the foul
mushrooms I’d eaten back in college. These were
fresh and bright white and tasted more like your

garden-variety supermarket mushroom. Except
for the long thin stems and recognizable exotic
glossy caps, I’d wonder if I hadn’t been ripped off.
I noticed for the first time that one of her eyes was
blue and the other brown, like David Bowie’s.
I asked her if she knew of the Absinth Night Bar.
She laughed, saying her boyfriend worked there
and she started rattling off directions, naming the
streets in a rapid Dutch patois. Every time she said
“the Dam Square,” I thought she was damning the
landmark by which she was directing me; lack of
food, strong marijuana, and several beers had made
me foggy. “You need to look down,” she said, “the
bar…” she struggled for the right words, “the bar…
is under the ground,” she said. “Just look low,” she
said. She drew me directions on a postcard map
they had in the shop, and I headed out, off toward
the damn square.
I started to follow the directions down through
Oude Zijde until I hit the Dam Square, realizing
my mistake when I saw the sign. I felt a familiar
tightness in the back of my neck, which I identified
as coming from the mushrooms, which confused
me since I thought it could not have been more
than 15 minutes since I’d eaten them. Panic seized
me, since the plan to plant myself in the Absinthe
Night Bar (which for some reason I’d tagged as a
safe spot) before the effects of the psilocybin hit,
was rapidly slipping away. The chatter and burble
of pedestrians and constant swooshing of bicycles
and various foreign bells, whistles, and chimes—
the fabric of Dutch street noise—wove itself into
a ping-ponging pastiche. The panic increased
when I’d nearly walk across the tracks of a moving
streetcar or in the path of a cyclist. I was, as I had
been told to, looking low, walking up and down the
block where I thought the girl from the smartshop
had pointed me, and looking down at the lower,
below ground–level doors whose steps descended
from the sidewalk. I lost track of time, spent some
of it watching people eat at a café and more of it
interrogating the map on the postcard, trying to
make it match the streets I walked.
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About an hour and half into a walk of a few blocks,
when all seemed hopeless—I was unsure I’d even
be able to make my way back to the hotel—I found
the Absinthe Night Bar. Closed. But not because
the guidebook was out of date as I’d feared, but
through a misunderstanding of the liquor laws in
Amsterdam on my part. The Night Bar portion of
the Absinthe Night Bar’s name referred to the type
of establishment it was, one that was authorized
to stay open late, but as such, could not open until
after a certain time. This staggering of last calls
made for a more orderly nightlife in the city (not
all the drunks pour out onto street at midnight as
they do in London, for example). The rule was also
handy for stymieing the poorer judgments of halfintoxicated, stoned American tourists tripping on
mushrooms.
I’d been guilty of breaking one of my cardinal rules.

i wasn’t just eating
the mcnugget.
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i had become the
mcnugget.
There was no way I could hold out in that street
or anywhere else, not with the flashing lights
and the plastic tangle of voices and the speeding
trollies and the ten million black bicycles coming
in unending waves. I followed the streetcar tracks,
very carefully and at a respectable distance, around
the canal until I again recognized the museum
district. And then, very unlike HST, I crawled on
all fours into my bed and curled into a ball while
the music from the downstairs bar beat through the
ceiling and swirled in my head.
I did not repeat the mistake the next day, and,
per my Parisian Colonial tour, I checked out an
Indonesian restaurant off an outer canal ring. The
whole fish, I must say, was excellent.
You know how they say you can’t take it with you?
That applies to the pot in Amsterdam (though,

when you get home, you may find enough shake in
your notebook to roll a decent joint), but it might be
only after you’ve driven 3,000 miles with the odor
of a Lebanon bologna picked up in Pennsylvania
Dutch country beginning to overpower you even in
an open-top jeep, that you truly grasp the meaning
of this.

that trip had started
with the best
intentions.
We were leaving Manhattan to pick up some
barbecue—or trying to, at least. But first we needed
to figure out if Kansas City was a left or right at
the end of West 11th Street. We’d carefully planned
our route across the country using a beaten-up
paperback edition of Calvin Trillin’s American
Fried (which begins, “The best restaurants in the
world are in Kansas City. Not all of them; only the
top four or five.”) as our guide. The cover depicts

a cartoon Trillin traipsing though a landscape of
calorific delights. While the prose was as sparkling
and relevant as when the book had come out 35
years or so ago in the 70s, the full head of hair on
the cartoon Calvin, and the $1.95 cover price gave
some indication as to how up-to-date a gustatory
guidebook it might be. At any rate, we dutifully
identified places that sounded promising in the
text, and looked up the addresses, and planned our
route westward according to what looked like it
might still be open. Most notably though, this was
to be a pilgrimage on par with a Muslim’s journey
to Mecca. Yes, we were going to Arthur Bryant’s.
The day before we left New York, in homage to
Trillin, I made my last meal a Murray’s bagel with
cream cheese, knowing full well that I might not
see its like again for some time.
I’d left much of the planning of the actual route to
my navigator and girlfriend at the time, Courtney.
In addition to marking off some of the more
promising locations, she’d compiled a collection
of paper maps from AAA in the event that our
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Google Maps became unreachable in the chasm
between the Hudson and Kansas City.

Jersey may have saved our relationship and enabled
me to see the map as it navigated the whole way.

We were not accustomed to leaving New York.

That map led us to fresh and juicy roadside South
Carolina freestone peaches, narrowly avoiding
being baptized in a coffee shop in Knoxville (our
mistake, it was a Sunday); fried livers and gizzards
in Missouri; a red draw at Pete’s Saloon (that’s a
beer turned red with tomato juice for those of
you who aren’t Husker fans); to Ole’s Big Game
Steakhouse, which opened in 1933 and is stuffed
with the giraffe and big-cat taxidermy to prove it;
and to the O Range Bar in Point Rock, Wyoming,
where a 70-year-old cowboy who answers to the
unlikely name of “Princess” can be found. It also
got us safely to Arthur Bryant’s, though there was
a lot of disappointment in between. Not nearly as
disappointing as those barbecue joints that were
closed were those that weren’t. Arthur Bryant’s
though, did not, and seemingly could never,
disappoint.

As it turns out, while Courtney had ably charted a
route to the Pacific that in fact passed through both
Arthur Bryant’s and R.C.’s Restaurant and Lounge,
she had neglected to start it from our doorstep, and
I could not possibly have a worse sense of direction.
I knew only we were pointed away from Queens.
And, if we were pointed away from Queens, surely
we were moving in the direction of California.
We sat at the end of West 11th, at its intersection
with the West Side Highway, idling a moment.
I looked at Courtney expectantly. “Which
way?” Now Courtney had a great many traits to
recommend her. Facility with maps was not among
them. She suffered from what you might quite
accurately call

map anxiety.
One can only imagine that this is the result of some
tragic childhood accident, whereby a map caught
the breeze and slipped from her father’s hand,
landing on her face in the backseat of the family
sedan, nearly smothering her.
We sat in the jeep at the end of the block looking at
each other.

i learned a great
many important
things from my
grandfather.

“I thought you’d know how to get out of
Manhattan,” she urged.

He taught me to play pool (badly) and hang out in
bars (well). He also taught me how to properly take
a road trip (though I didn’t heed the lesson of the
mini-fridge, hence the stinking Lebanon bologna).

I pointed the jeep, wrongly, toward the George
Washington Bridge. A good 45 minutes and a nearcollision later, we were back downtown, nearing
our starting point, and heading in the correct
direction to cross into Jersey through a downtown
tunnel and land on the interstate.

I’ve followed the path he set me on though. Always
looking for where the dirty clam bar is. And it
turns out, in Europe, we both may have overindulged at inopportune times.

A suction-cup mount for a smartphone bought in
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As I said earlier,

I found this recently while leafing through an
old journal he kept of his movements through
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western Europe at the end of World War II. It’s full of lists of the cities he and his regiment travelled
through. Sometimes nothing more than, “Nov. 1, 1944 Beek, Holland,” or, “Nov. 4—Firing in Grotenrath,
Germany. Very Rough.” There are strings of annotations on dates and the names of cities as the men go
back into Holland. Some “pretty mild,” and “not so bad,” but then it gets “very hot.” The regiment entered
Germany through Ubach on November 21st, and began months of intense combat through German towns
and cities. The men nicknamed one stretch of road in Hottorf the “Purple Heart Lane,” because so many
medics traveled it. From there, in March, they began “a race for the Rhine,” on which so much was riding.

x

So what’s the next long entry in the journal? April 14th—Klotze reads:
We were flanked by kraut paratroopers and had to get off the road in a hurry
and into the field. We had to cover over 700 yards with 2 M.G., 2 bazookas,
1 Ack ack 50 cal. We were all drunk because we had just looted a Champagne
warehouse. Our trucks were loaded with whiskey instead of ammo.
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now others can have the chance to say goodbye.
These were men who wouldn’t let a little thing like the Nazi army get their priorities out of whack.
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